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Dear client,

Nice to e-meet you!

My team and I are excited to share what we can do for you. As a homegrown 
digital marketing agency since 2012, we take great pride in listening to our client’s 
business goals to customise up-to-date strategies to achieve their marketing 
objectives.

Our team is certified directly from Google and Meta. This ensures that your  
campaigns are always optimise to the recommended best practices. 

With our proven formula and track record in achieving results, we believe that we 
are the partner you need. 

Looking forward to meeting you!

Adeline Lie

Business Development Manager
(+65) 9228 0111
adeline@impossible.sg



Our Company in Numbers
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Experience
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5
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Countries
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Our Team Members 



Our Services

Search Engine
Marketing (SEM)

Search Engine 
Optimisation (SEO)

Google Location 
Optimisation

SEO is the process taken to raise a website’s 
position to the first page on the search results 
page, boosting visibility. This low-cost 
strategy helps you attract users on major 
search engines like Google, Yahoo, and Bing.

SEM involves the use of pay-per-click (PPC) 
ads displayed above organic results on 
search engines to draw in targeted leads and 
impressions. Work with a flexible budget to 
achieve your targets with ads that can be up 
in as quick as one day.

Local results are shown when people search 
for businesses and places near their location. 
They're shown in several across Maps and 
Search.

Landing Page Creation
A landing page is a standalone web page, 
created specifically for a marketing or 
advertising campaign. It is designed with a 
single focus to lead potential customers 
towards a call to action, to generate leads for 
the company.

Press Release
A PR is an official statement delivered to the 
news media to make an announcement, 
provide information, or share a new product 
or service. Our services broadcast your PR to 
outlets like Yahoo Singapore, AsiaOne, 
Vulcan Post, and many more.

Google Display Network
GDN refers to a collection of websites in 
which Google-powered ads can appear as 
banner or text ads. This platform allows your 
ads to target and further narrow your scope 
to specific contexts, audiences, locations and 
more.



Our Services

Social Media 
Management (SMM)

Video Marketing

SMM is the process of managing, monitoring 
and curating your online interactions and 
content across all social media platforms like 
Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn to attract 
and engage audiences.

As the most highly consumed type of media 
online today, videos can be used as organic 
or paid ads to engage, build customer 
rapport, promote your brand, or introduce 
new products.

Content Creation
Content creation offers the generation of 
topic ideas that appeal to your buyer persona 
and make it accessible to your audience via a 
blog, video, infographic or other formats.

LinkedIn Advertising
Known as the best-performing B2B lead 
generation social media platform, LinkedIn 
allows you to reach a powerful professional 
audience through objective-based advertising 
and sharper targeting options.

Facebook Advertising
With 2 billion active users and growing, 
Facebook is the platform for flexible cost, 
highly customisable, and effective lead 
generation, using detailed targeting to 
achieve specific marketing objectives.

Instagram Advertising
Reach up to 700 million active users on 
Instagram, which offers a highly effective 
avenue for brand engagement and lead 
generation, especially to the younger crowd.



We are featured in



Brand Experience



Brand Experience



Our Reviews

When we sourced around for other social media firm 

to work on our project, none of them were keen to 

take the risk in accepting our work due to the niche 

coursework made available in a narrow marketplace. 

Impossible Marketing took it up... plan its strategy..... 

revise and work FB ads option to reach our target 

group at minimal cost... The results achieved on 

many of short campaigns/events to date, yielded 

productive traffic to our site, increasing awareness 

that we never expected. 

We are grateful to the team that demonstrated their 

professionalism and skills in presenting us the result 

that exceeded our initial expectation. 

Derrek Chang, RHA Academy

The campaign was a great success. After the video went live, we are flooded with calls and inquiries. In a short span of 8 

weeks, we have 117 people signing up for our classes. 2 thumbs up to the team!

Paul, Linda Mandarin

Digital advertising has become an important aspect in lead 

generation and I am glad that we have engaged Impossible 

Marketing for their services. From the creation of our 

Facebook Business Page, Business account to a landing 

page to run our lead generation campaign, Impossible 

Marketing has done a good job in all aspects and has in turn 

helped us generate nearly 200 leads over 2 months.

Rachel, Manulife

With Impossible Marketing, the team has 

been very accommodating in helping us 

strategise for our business goals and 

giving us useful insights on Social Media 

Ads. Since engaging them, our website 

has experienced an increase in website 

traffic as well as sales!

Michelle, Tily Tea



Social Media Advertising
About SMA



What is SMA
Social Media Advertising (SMA) is the process of using social media 
advertisements to generate leads and build online presence.



It gives vast exposure on a global scale

Social media is used by over 3 billion people in the world and Facebook is the largest 
platform with over 2 billion active users. This means that your potential customers are likely 
to be on social media platforms as well. 

As a result, displaying your ads on these platforms will boost your brand awareness.

Top 3 reasons
why SMA is important



It is tailored to your business goals 

Facebook offers a range of campaign objectives to choose from, such as to direct traffic to 
your website or generating leads. Facebook’s algorithm will then optimise your ads to users 
who are more likely to take that specific action.

Hence, producing campaign results that align with your business goals.



It is the most targeted form of advertising

Facebook offers a range of targeting options, such as by demographics, interests and 
more. Through finetuned targeting, the large pool of Facebook users can be narrowed 
down into the people who are more likely to be interested in your product or service: your 
potential customers.

As a result, your chances of obtaining sales conversions will be increased.



Our 

SMA
Packages



Our
Packages
Ad Buy (excluded in the monthly fee)

Competition

Ad Sets

Single Images

Carousel / GIF / Slideshow

Market Research & Analysis 

Advanced Campaign Optimisation

Compelling Ad Copywriting

A/B Testing & Facebook Pixel

Remarketing & Lookalike Audience

Call/Whatsapp/E-mail Support

Monthly Tracking & Reporting

Grow

Monthly fee from

SGD $999 w/GST

(Excluding Ad Buy)

Up to $5K per month

Low

Up to 5

Up to 2 per month

Up to 1 per month

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Dominate

Price On Request

$10K and above per month

High

Up to 15

Up to 4 per month

Up to 1 per month

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Accelerate

Monthly fee from

SGD $1,299 w/GST
(Excluding Ad Buy)

Between $5K to $10K per month

High

Up to 10

Up to 3 per month

Up to 1 per month

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Note: A one-time setup fee of $1,070 is applicable to all packages



The creative is the first element of an ad that captures the attention of users. 

With that in mind, our in-house design team will craft an impactful and visually appealing 
creative that stands out from your competitors’ ads. This will provide your brand the 
visibility it deserves, earning you greater exposure and greater potential conversions. 

In addition, your creative will be in line with a concept that is consistent with your brand 
identity, to build a stronger brand image for your business. 

Alongside the visuals, using the right ad format according to the preference of your 
targeted audience is important to deliver the best possible results. The following are the 
various formats our design team is fully capable of executing:

Ad Creative

Static

• Single image
• Carousel

Motion

• GIF
• Slideshow



Creative Portfolio

Single Image
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Creative Portfolio
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Creative Portfolio

Carousel

Recommended: Up to 4 images
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Creative Portfolio

Carousel

Recommended: Up to 4 images



Research & Analysis
Our team of SMA Specialists will conduct extensive research on your brand and 
products or services. Additionally, we will study your competitors’ ads and analyse
market trends to understand what your customers are looking for.

By analysing the acquired information, we can fine-tune your campaign’s ad and its 
targeting.

This will then allow us to connect the dots and customise an SMA strategy best suited 
for your brand.



Our team of SMA Specialists will optimise your campaign regularly to maximise your 
return on investment (ROI). 

Our optimisation effort includes:
• Campaign Budget Allocation
• Interests / Behaviours
• Demographics
• Placement
• Location
• Creative
• Ad Copywriting
• Call-to-action (CTA) Button 

Advanced Campaign 
Optimisation



Campaign Planning 
& Objectives

A sales funnel, a marketing concept that maps out a customer’s journey, is needed for 
businesses to convert their targeted audience into paying customers. With that in mind, 
we will carefully plan your campaigns and select objectives suited to your sales funnel 
with our “3 C” strategy – Connect, Commit, Close.

This is so that at the end of the day, we can successfully produce results that align with 
your business goals. 

Connect

Commit

Close



Using Facebook’s comprehensive targeting options, we will narrow down the large pool 
of users to your potential customers. This means that your ads will be shown to users 
who are more likely to be interested in your products or services, thus increasing your 
likelihood of getting new conversions.

Detailed targeting includes:
• Interests

Make-up, Interior design, Social entrepreneurs

• Behaviours

Frequent travellers, Engaged shoppers, Early technology adopters

• Demographics

Educational stages, Relationship status, Parenting stages

• Placement

Facebook news feed, Instagram news feed, Instagram stories

• Location

5km radius around your physical store

Detailed Targeting



Ad copy is crucial as it holds key information about your product or service, and often 
serves as the determining factor of conversion. 

Our in-house Content Strategists will craft succinct and creative ad copies to bring the 
best out of your product or service. This includes having your unique selling point clearly 
communicated to entice your targeted audience.

In addition, the ad copies written will also reflect your brand’s voice to boost your 
business’ brand image.

Ad Copywriting



A/B split testing is a technique used to test 2 ad variations in a campaign.

Our team conducts A/B test variations, such as varying ad copies, to identify which of 
the two appeals the most to your targeted audience. This allows us to gain valuable 
insights into the preferences of your potential customers and craft your campaigns in the 
way they are attracted to.

With better engagement, Facebook will deem your ads as of higher quality, resulting in 
higher reach at a lower cost. 

A/B Testing



We will create custom audiences to target specific groups of users who have pre-
existing data for remarketing.

Some of the custom audiences include: 
• Users who have interacted with your ads
• Users who have submitted lead forms
• Users who have viewed 75% of your video ads

Since remarketing ads are shown to users who have previously shown interest in your 
brand, the chances for conversion will be higher, as brand recognition continues to 
strengthen.

Remarketing
Using Custom Audience



Lookalike audience is a Facebook segmentation tool that finds users with demographics 
and interests similar to the selected custom audience.

To maximise previous campaigns’ data or page activity, we will create a lookalike 
audience to tap into the potential of unexplored audiences. This will expand your 
campaign’s reach to a new set of audiences who are also likely to be interested in your 
product or service. 

Lookalike Audience



Meta pixel is a piece of code placed on your website to measure, optimise and build 
audiences for your SMA campaigns.

With the pixel, actions taken by your visitors can be measured. The statistics generated 
provides valuable insights for us to better optimise your campaigns.

We can also use pixels to build audiences for remarketing, to improve brand recognition 
and increase your conversion rates.

Meta Pixel



Optional Add-ons



Optional Add-ons

Landing Page

A landing page is a standalone web page designed with a single focus: the call-to-action. 
Given the visitors’ limited attention span, having the key product or service details in a single 
page allows them to gather the information easily.

In addition, a well-designed landing page with no exit point can keep your visitors engaged for 
a longer period of time, increasing potential conversions for your SMA campaign.

This optional add-on includes:
• Project deep dive with our SMA Specialist
• Integrated lead form
• Contrasting CTA button(s)
• Captivating visuals
• Concise and persuasive ad copywriting
• Unique selling points (USP) with icons
• A/B testing
• Server hosting

SGD $1,070 w/GST per page



Landing Page

Sample



Landing Page

Sample



Landing Page

Sample



Working with
ImPossible
Marketing



Our SMA Process
Business Development Manager

2 Understand Business & SMA 
Objectives through a meeting 
with our Business Development 
Manager

1
We are here!
SMA Media Kit
to be sent to you via email

Campaign Direction
to be discussed to ensure it aligns 
with your business goals

Commencement of SMA
after the signing of the 
contract

Link up with our SMA 
Account Manager to start 
setting up campaigns

3

4

5



Creative & Ad Copywriting
will be sent for approval

Campaign Launch 
after setting up of detailed targeting & 
A/B testing

5 SMA Account Manager
will get in touch with you

6 Request Access
to your Facebook page, ad account 
and Facebook pixel

7 Research & Analysis
includes sending a questionnaire on 
your brand and product or service

10

Campaign Optimisation
will be performed

11

12

Track Performance
of your campaign

13

SMA Review & Reporting
to ensure that the strategy is working 
and desired results are produced

14 Remarketing & 
Lookalike Audience
will be created to expand 
your campaign’s reach

Our SMA Process
Account Manager

Same working day

Within 5 working days after 
questionnaire is filled

Within 1 working day upon 
approval of creative and ad copies

Weekly

Daily

Same working day

Monthly

Monthly
(2nd month onwards)

A/B Testing
such as changing of 
creative or ad copies etc.

Monthly

9

8



Dedicated Account
Manager

An Account Manager will be assigned to your SMA campaigns.

Our Account Manager will be supported by an experienced team of SMA Specialists in 
Singapore which includes Data Analysts, Creative Designers and Content Strategists to 
ensure your campaign is in good hands.

You will be given a direct number to the Account Manager and he/she will be your main 
point of contact. You can choose to call, email, SMS or even WhatsApp us.



Customer 
Relationship 
Management

Transparency and communication are keys to a working relationship.

To streamline communication between you and our Account Manager, we will use a 
CRM system to keep you updated on your campaigns at all times. This will also allow 
you to have an overview of them on just one platform.



Monthly Report
Our Account Manager will send you a monthly SMA report on your campaign performance 
and a quarterly review. This allows you to easily monitor the results produced by your 
campaigns. 

The SMA report will be sent towards the end of the month / beginning of the next month.

Our monthly report includes:
Campaign Performance

• Amount spent, Results, Cost per result
• Reach, Impressions, Post engagement
• Link clicks, Click-through rate (all), Click-through rate (link clicks)
• Top performing ad sets (interests)

Campaign Overview

• Observations and recommendations



Case Studies



An eCommerce
Business

Proposed Solution

After analysing the nature of their eCommerce business, we proposed running 
campaigns based on seasonal periods. Based on the research, seasonal campaigns 
tend to perform better as we push the direction of gifting and buying products for loved 
ones.

End Result

The seasonal campaign that ran during the Christmas period performed well. They 
received 428 purchases in 30 days with the Return on Investment of 16 times.

Problem

The client was facing the issue of not generating enough awareness, reach, and sales of 
their products since their launch and want to improve their Return on Investment.



An Education Centre

Proposed Solution

We proposed running lead generation campaigns for their upcoming workshops to 
widen the reach of the ads. This includes exploring and expanding the interest targeting 
within the campaign to reach out to parents beyond their initial targeted groups.

End Result

The campaign received 254 leads in 5 weeks at the cost per result of $7.16. The 
campaign ended 3 days earlier as the client mentioned that their registrations have 
already filled up.

Problem

Due to the pandemic, education centres faced a drop in enrolments in 2020. The client 
came to us in late 2020 to run lead generation campaigns for their centre and increase 
quality leads.



A Michelin-starred 
restaurant

Proposed Solution

We proposed running a traffic campaign to boost traffic to their website 
while showcasing the widespread of food courses included through a series 
of carousel posts to entice more people to click into the website. 

End Result

The campaign received 1,084 landing page views, 1276 post 

engagements and reached out to 38,694 people within a month. With a 
CTR of 3.39%, we were able to capture the attention of the intended target 
audience to visit their website and discover their latest takeaway menu. 

Problem

Due to tightened restrictions amidst the pandemic earlier this year, restaurants are not 
allowed to open their physical. The client wanted to market for their latest takeaway 
menu on their social media channel to generate awareness for their food.



10 reasons why 
clients choose to 

work with us



1Performance Marketing Agency Of The 
Year (2021)

We believe the best social media campaigns are a combination of creativity and strategy. 
As a finalist of the Performance Marketing Agency of the Year (2021), we have 
demonstrated our proven social media marketing results time and again to countless 
brands in Singapore.

From our company’s humble beginnings in 2012 till today, we are always striving to come 
up with better and smarter campaigns for you.



2Managed over SGD $4 million of Facebook 
ad spend till date

Impossible Marketing was first established in 2012. In a short period of time, we quickly 
rose up the ladder and became one of Singapore’s leading digital marketing companies. 
Our team of SMA Specialists has since then gained indispensable experience in managing 
more than SGD $4 million of Facebook ads for hundreds of brands in Singapore.

Let us diversify your advertising budget across the different campaign objectives to reach 
your business goals!



3Directly certified by Meta

Get the chance to work with a Meta Partner Company! Our experience and abilities have 
been certified by Meta, making us a preferred marketing partner for all things related to 
Facebook advertising.

Our Account Managers are also directly certified by Meta Blueprint, and we diligently 
update ourselves with the latest Facebook algorithm changes to help our clients customise 
strategies that work.

Leverage on our proven strategies and leading-edge knowledge to achieve your business 
goals and objectives.



480+ marketers and counting

No one accomplishes great things without others that want them to succeed too. You can 
do a lot by yourself, but you can do the impossible with a great team.

As of Q4 2021, there are more than 80 marketers in our team. With such a team strength, 
we are confident in delivering outstanding results for your digital marketing campaigns.



5Proudly #MadeinSingapore
Support local. Secure Singapore’s future.

We’re so used to thinking that the big global agencies are better, but so often we fail to see 
the treasures we have right here in Singapore. Selecting a local agency not only protects 
the livelihood of Singaporeans, but it also ensures that your project is done locally and not 
outsourced to other countries.

As a home-grown digital marketing company established in 2012, we are strong believers in 
supporting local talents and businesses, and giving back to our community. With our strong 
insider knowledge of the culture, consumers, and digital marketing climate in Singapore, we 
are in the best position to advise you on your campaigns here.

We are a digital marketing agency built by locals, for the locals.



6Featured in the press

Impossible Marketing is proud to be featured in –



7Credibility proven by Government Supplier 
Registration (GSR)

Impossible Marketing is proudly awarded the S7 license from Government Supplier 
Registration (GSR) in 2021. With recognised credibility and expertise, we are now able to 
tender for contracts amounting up to S$5m with the license.



8Our Clients

We are trusted by the big brands in Singapore –



9Over 500 positive reviews and counting

“Treat your customers the way you want to be treated” 
– a philosophy Impossible Marketing truly believes in.

With more than 500 positive reviews on Google My Business, Facebook page and YouTube, 
we are humbled to be the chosen and trusted service provider that our clients are impressed 
with.



10We give back

At Impossible Marketing, we take pride in being a company that gives back generously and 
consistently. We are not a company that stops at once-off donations. Instead, our CSR is 
an ongoing project. When you work with us, you are contributing to a good cause by 
allowing us to sustain our CSR efforts.



Criteria Checklist



Checklist - Criteria for selection of an SMA agency
Impossible
Marketing Agency 2 Agency 3 Agency 4

1. Has the SMA agency been recognised for their performance under the Agency Of The Year (AOTY) award?

2. Does the SMA agency have the experience in managing over SGD $4m of Facebook ad spend till date?

3. Is the SMA team certified by Meta? 

4. Does the agency have a strong team of more than 80 marketers to deliver results for your campaigns?

5. Does the SMA team understand the Singapore landscape where your audience is?

6. Is the SMA agency featured on popular websites in Singapore?

7. Is the SMA agency's credibility proven by Government Supplier Registration (GSR)?

8. Do the big brands in Singapore trust the SMA agency?

9. Does the SMA agency have more than 500 positive reviews online?

10. Does the SMA agency give back to the community through CSR efforts?



“
”

Focus on what you do best as a 
business owner, and let us worry 

about bringing more customers to 
you. After all, that’s what we do best.

Alan Koh, Founder of Impossible Marketing

Alan Koh
Founder of Impossible Marketing



Join the
#SupportLocal
Initiative

Thank you for considering a local company.

When you choose to work with us, you will receive top-notch and localised
services specially tailored to Singapore’s digital climate, while contributing to 
Singapore’s economy.

Join us to create more opportunities for growth and progress in Singapore.

Support local. Secure Singapore’s future.



Have a Question? 
Contact us!

Adeline Lie
Business Development Manager

https://www.impossible.sg

adeline@impossible.sg

(+65) 9228 0111

14A Yan Kit Road, S(088266)


